National Geographic Almanac Of World History, 3rd Edition
Synopsis

Epic in scope, yet loaded with captivating detail, this completely updated edition of National Geographic’s bestselling Almanac of World History encompasses all of human history, from ancient times to present. It is a rich chronicle of great ages and cultures told in a vivid and varied format, a masterly combination of visual appeal and authoritative heft, a book you’ll read with fascination--and refer to again and again. Divided into major eras and organized chronologically, each topic includes a detailed time line providing highlights of that period. Beautiful and compelling imagery and artwork show glimpses into the heart of each topic. Nearly 50 maps show major empires, boundaries, battles, trade routes, historical events and other fascinating elements. A robust appendix lists world leaders of major regions from ancient times to the present, as well as other historical data. A detailed index facilitates easy research of specific topics.
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Customer Reviews

Not as much information as I was expecting. Civil War covered in 4 pages? Thought this was an updated version of a book I used to have. I was mistaken. Not bad for someone in high school...I was just expecting more.

Nice quality, well written. Easy single book reference. Only problem is the print is a bit small and make my eyes tired after a while.I recommend this book

It's an ok almanac. Not as many maps and images as I would have liked, but nothing to scoff at.
Love to go back and study some history. I play a game on my phone (Trivia Crack) and my worst subject by far is History so bought this book to help me relearn some events lol

Very nice book, lots of great photos. My 10-year old grandson loves it. I’m going to get one for me!

great book...especially when paired with the beautiful globe!

Like the Almanac of American History, this would be much better structured like the Illustrated Atlas of British History. It’s OK and I’ll keep it but not really what I want as a reference.

It was a gift for my Dad..he absolutely loves it...highly recommended!
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